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OVERVIEW

An accurate means to evaluate hand surgery outcomes on each hand

Can compare surgery outcomes between hands and among different hand conditions

Proven validity and responsiveness in several NIH-funded trials

BACKGROUND

The Michigan Hand Questionnaire (MHQ), unlike other post-treatment questionnaires,

accurately evaluates the outcomes of hand surgeries on each hand and allows physicians to

accurately compare outcomes between the hands and between different hand conditions.

INNOVATION

Patient-rated outcomes have become the centerpiece of the outcomes movement, as

improvement and overall well-being are becoming the most desired outcomes valued by

payers. While researchers have developed instruments such as the Short Form-36 (SF-36) to

measure and quantify overall health status, these general questionnaires may not capture the

outcomes of interest for patients with upper extremity injuries and conditions. The MHQ was

developed by applying psychometric principles to construct a tool capable of measuring health

status domains that are important to patients with hand disorders. The MHQ's validity and

responsiveness have been proven for a variety of common hand conditions and is currently

being used as the primary outcomes instrument in several multi-center NIH-funded trials. The

broad utility of the MHQ gives researchers the benefit of using only one questionnaire for

outcomes research related to the hand and provides an opportunity to compare outcomes

across different hand conditions.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Please note: Each version of the MHQ also includes the Brief MHQ or bMHQ measurement as

part of the standard package.

ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH EDUCATION USE LICENSE: This license is for academic or research

users only. Purchase of this license requires authorization. Please complete the authorization

request form that appears after selecting the "Order Now" button. Requests must be made

from a valid academic domain email address (.edu or equivalent) and must include a

description of the nature of your study and research in the notes section of the form.

Failure to provide this information will result in the denial of your request.
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